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Data-driven methods for developing new structural materials require large
databases to identify new materials from known process routes, the resulting
microstructures, and their properties. Due to the high number of parameters
for such process chains, this can only be achieved with methods that allow
high sample throughputs. This paper presents the experimental approach of
the ‘‘Farbige Zustände’’ method through a case study. Our approach features a
high-temperature drop-on-demand droplet generator to produce spherical
micro-samples, which are then heat-treated and subjected to various short-
time characterizations, which yield a large number of physical, mechanical,
technological, and electrochemical descriptors. In this work, we evaluate
achievable throughput rates of this method resulting in material property
descriptions per time unit. More than 6000 individual samples could be gen-
erated from different steels, heat-treated and characterized within 1 week.
More than 90,000 descriptors were determined to specify the material profiles
of the different alloys during this time. These descriptors are used to deter-
mine the material properties at macro-scale.

INTRODUCTION

The development of new structural materials
requires many alloy variants, the investigation of
adapted heat-treatment strategies, and various
characterizations, e.g., classical tensile tests, hard-
ness measurements, or even forming tests. These
analytical methods provide the characteristic val-
ues, such as tensile strength, needed later in the
application. The disadvantage of this conventional
method is that each analysis method usually defines
its own specimen geometry, so that the effort
required for specimen fabrication increases consid-
erably with each chosen characterization method.1

At the same time, this dramatically reduces the

throughput of possible investigable variants. How-
ever, Springer and Raabe were able to achieve a
throughput of 145 samples in 35 h for sample
synthesis, thermal and mechanical treatment, as
well as tensile and hardness tests.2

High throughput methods for structural materi-
als are usually based on graded materials. Thin-film
methods3–6 allow the rapid generation of entire
ternary or quaternary phase diagrams on a sub-
strate, which can quickly be scanned with specific
test methods given knowledge of the local composi-
tion. A disadvantage of the extremely thin-film
thickness of a few micrometers4,7,8 is that the
characteristic microstructures of structural materi-
als with all their constituents, such as phases,
precipitates, grains, or grain boundaries, cannot be
represented in all three spatial dimensions. How-
ever, thin-film techniques are valuable techniques
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for the mapping of phases or phase transforma-
tions.3,9 The mechanical characterization is limited
to nano-indentation.5,6

For this reason, thin-film methods have been
established for functional materials10,11 whose prop-
erties are mainly determined by their composition.
Typical examples are searching for materials with
specific magnetic6,11 or corrosion properties.4,8

Diffusion couples12–16 are graded samples, which
offer a larger length scale in all three dimensions.
However, composition grading within one sample
limits the heat-treatment possibilities without
changing local compositions due to diffusion. Nev-
ertheless, the increased length scale allows the
adjustment of microstructures similar to conven-
tional samples, thus making this method suitable for
screening relationships between composition, heat
treatment, microstructure, and hardness.16 It has
also been used to evaluate magnetic properties of
novel functional materials.15

Recently, laser metal deposition processes with a
dynamic blending of powder have been developed to
synthesize graded high-throughput samples.7,17,18

Since the process is highly scalable, samples sizes
can be easily varied to accord for characterization
requirements. Such samples are well suited for
accelerated evaluation of microstructures, occurring
phases, and hardness measurements. It has also
been shown that this sample type can also be used
to obtain corrosion properties.7

While grading allows many compositions to fit in
a single sample, this method has limitations regard-
ing characterization techniques. Since compositions
are only local, the characterization of only local
properties, such as hardness, is possible for mechan-
ical analysis. Each variation of heat treatment also
requires a whole new graded sample, even if only
specific compositions within the sample are of
interest. A new approach, presented in Ref. 19,
involves synthesizing individual samples with laser
metal deposition, each having a distinct composi-
tion. Such libraries of individual samples allow
more flexibility regarding heat treatment, but may
also allow deformation of samples for mechanical
characterization.

Our method ‘‘Farbige Zustände’’20 involves spher-
ical micro-samples with a size in the order of a
millimeter in diameter. The volume allows the
representation of a characteristic microstructure.
Metallic samples can be generated quickly and in
large quantities using a droplet generator21 with
high reproducibility.22 The solidification of the
generated metal drops in free fall thus results in
spherical micro-samples whose microstructure does
not show any preferred direction.23 These samples
can undergo a specific heat treatment to tailor their
microstructure and properties.24–26 Figure 1 shows
such steel micro-samples compared to a flat tensile
test sample, which has the same mass as 1300
micro-samples. This exemplary comparison shows
that high-throughput methods can be more

resource-efficient during the search for new mate-
rials. However, this sample form requires new
characterization methods, which is a paradigm
change in materials science. Whereas conventional
methods determine the sample geometry depending
on the test procedure, in this method, the sample
defines possible test procedures.24 These test proce-
dures do not result in conventional material prop-
erties such as tensile strength, but they will provide
descriptors that can indicate changes in the desired
properties or can even be mapped to those.27–29

In this work, we will present a process chain from
synthesis to characterization. A case study, which
we called ‘‘high-throughput week’’, was used to
determine the maximal weekly sample throughput
of the method. For this purpose, samples were
characterized during 1 week under optimum condi-
tions without any time restrictions. While detailed
results from these compositions and heat treat-
ments have been discussed in previous work,22 this
work aims to question how much data for the
subsequent informatics-enabled design of structural
materials can be measured within 1 week.

PROCESS CHAIN

It is typical for high-throughput methods to
characterize large numbers of samples in a variety
of ways in a short time. For structural materials,
the microstructure’s adjustment plays a significant
role. It is determined by the thermal history during
the primary forming and heat treatment. Therefore,
in addition to the actual characterization, these two
process steps play a central role in a high-through-
put process for structural materials. In the Farbige
Zustände method, the process chain is divided into
these three steps: synthesis, heat treatment, and
characterization (Fig. 2). In the high-throughput
cycle, these processes can be partially parallelized,
since they take about the same amount of time.
However, combined heat treatment of different
material compositions can save time and resources.

Fig 1. Comparison of spherical micro-samples (diameter 1 mm) and
a tensile sample, which has a mass of 1300 microsamples.
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Therefore, for our ‘‘high-throughput week’’ concept,
these process steps were carried out one after the
other. The focus of this work is on determining the
sample throughput and presenting exemplary
results.

Synthesis

The synthesis in the Farbige Zustände method is
carried out employing a high-temperature droplet
generator,21,22 with which metal melts can be
reproducibly disintegrated into droplets of the same
diameter (adjustable in the range of 300–2000 lm)
at temperatures of up to 1600�C (Fig. 3a). These
droplets cool over a falling distance of 6.5 m in an
inert gas atmosphere, and solidify before being
collected in a liquid medium (quenching oil in the
case of steel).23 Several thousand samples can thus
be generated per experiment at a droplet frequency
of 20 Hz.

For the high-throughput week, five different
types of steels were synthesized in the droplet
generator. These include two novel Ni-modified
variants of the X210Cr12 steel. Additionally, three
additional steel alloys were bought as high-precision
spheres. Steels investigated in this case study are
summarized in Table I.

Heat Treatment

The samples were heat-treated in a batch con-
tainer. Considering steels, the first step here is the
collective austenitization of a batch in a furnace
followed by quenching (Fig. 3b). Subsequently, the
samples can either be tempered in a conventional
furnace or be automatically annealed in a DSC with
a sample changer (Fig. 3c). However, DSC is not
only a heat-treatment process but also a short-time
characterization technique for quantitative analysis
of thermal stability of the microstructure and

Fig 2. Process steps in a high-throughput method for structural materials: synthesis, heat treatment, and characterization. Process chains can
run in parallel. See Table III and Ref. 24 for characterization methods.

Fig 3. Synthesis, heat treatment and preparation process chain: (a) sample synthesis with a high-temperature droplet generator (sample
diameter 900 lm), (b) batch-wise heat treatment in a furnace, (c) insertion of samples in DSC containers for fully automated heat treatment, (d)
comparison of the microstructure of AISI 5140 heat-treated spheres and 20-mm rod, (e) samples in high-throughput container, (f) samples
prepared as half-spheres.
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precipitation behavior.28,30 Figure 3d compares the
microstructure of a heat-treated spherical micro-
sample to a conventionally produced and heat-
treated rod (diameter 20 mm), both made of 41Cr4
(AISI 5140). While the substantial deformation of
structural materials in the process chain refines the
microstructure, the drop-on-demand process
achieves a similar size scale of the prior austenite
grain size and derived martensite needle structure
due to the increased cooling rate. The result shows
that heat-treatment conditions are transferable
between the micro -and the macro-scale.

In this work, we will focus on exemplary results of
X210Cr12NiX alloys with X = 0, 2, 4 mass%. These
alloys were analyzed once in their initial condition
after being quenched directly after droplet solidifi-
cation in oil. Two further heat treatments named
Q3T1 and Q3T5 (Table II) were performed in a
conventional vacuum furnace using specific batch-
ing equipment capable of carrying the spheres
(Fig. 3b). The samples were heated at low pressure
(�5 9 10�2 mbar) to 950�C at a heating rate of
30 K/s, held for at least 1 h and subsequently
quenched with agitated nitrogen at a pressure of 6
bars. In a second step, the Q3T1 samples were
tempered at a temperature of 180�C for 2 h in air,
while the Q3T5 were tempered at a temperature of
580�C for 2 h in nitrogen atmosphere. Table II
summarizes these heat treatments.

Sample Preparation

For high-throughput analyses, methods are pre-
ferred for short-time characterizations in which the
spheres can be used without further preparation.
This concerns, for example, the application of
mechanical deformation. In this case, samples were
stored in high-throughput containers (Fig. 3e).
However, nano-indentation, for example, requires

a flat, polished surface so that the sample must be
metallographically prepared by embedding, grind-
ing, and polishing (Fig. 3f). Thus, samples are
hemispherically divided.24 Such preparation also
allows the use of XRD and micromagnetic analysis.

Characterization

The samples’ characterization is partly performed
by conventional methods such as DSC or, after
embedding, by XRD or nano-indentation. However,
the DSC measurements were performed with non-
equilibrium heating rates to perform the measure-
ments faster. In addition, numerous new methods
have been developed (Table III) that can work
directly with spherical micro-specimens: these
include micro-compression testing (compression
test) and particle-oriented peening (deformation
from fast impact). In this work, we will show
exemplary results from the aforementioned two
novel high-throughput characterization methods,
which involve a specific sample deformation. These
results each represent the mean values from 10
analyzed particles.

Micro-compression Testing

The micro-compression test31,35 depicts a classic
compression test on spherical micro-samples. For
this purpose, a miniaturized pressure unit is used to
compress a spherical micro-sample with a defined
force while continuously measuring the displace-
ment. From the resulting force–displacement
curves, the mechanical work, Wt, can be determined
independent of the loading, serves as a descriptor
for the elastic–plastic deformation behavior (Fig. 4).

For the maximum loading, it can be divided into
an elastic (Wel) and a plastic part (Wpl) since the
unloading of the sample is also recorded. The
descriptor, g, describes the elastic deformation part
since it is the quotient of total and the elastic
mechanical work. In addition to the force–displace-
ment diagram, the equivalent stress–strain rela-
tionship is calculated by taking the sample
geometry into account (Fig. 4). Assuming pure
plastic deformation behavior, the area of a circle
segment as a function of the current displacement,
x, is calculated and used as a reference area for
converting the force, F, to an equivalent stress, req.
Equivalent stress descriptors at a defined

Table II. Exemplary heat treatments used in this
work

Heat treatments Abbreviation

Quenched in oil after solidification DoD
30 K/min 950�C 1 h/6 bar N2/180�C (air) Q3T1
30 K/min 950�C 1 h/6 bar N2/580�C (N2) Q3T5

Table I. Alloy compositions examined during the ‘‘high-throughput week’’

Synthesis Alloy

Drop-on-demand X2CrNiMo17-12-2 (AISI 316L), X210Cr12, (AISI D3) X210Cr12Ni2, X210Cr12Ni4, 41Cr4
(AISI 5140)

Commercially produced from
wire

X5CrNi18-10 (AISI 304), X5CrNiMo-17-12-2 (AIS 316), X46Cr13 (AISI 420)
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compression are used as normalized values for the
comparison of samples with different initial
diameters.31

Particle-Oriented Peening

In particle-oriented peening,24,34,36 a single spher-
ical micro-sample is accelerated to impact on a
hardened contact plate using compressed air
(Fig. 5). Based on deceleration and deformation
effects, information about the materials’ behavior

at high strain rates can be determined. Figure 5
schematically visualizes the process sequence from
sample introduction to sample analysis. During the
process, the sample movement is accessed using a
system of two stroboscopes and a camera, triggered
by a light barrier, allowing the determination of the
sample velocity before and after the impact. The
decrease in velocity is a measure of the energy
introduced into the plastic deformation of the
sample. The plastic deformation itself can be mea-
sured after impact using a light microscope.25

RESULTS

High-Throughput Rates

During 1 week, we were able to characterize 6000
samples, including repeated measurements. Fig-
ure 6 shows characterized samples per day for each
characterization method and the number of descrip-
tors determined by the method. For example, 480
samples could be characterized by particle-oriented
peening with six descriptors each. On the other
hand, a micro-compression test could characterize
120 samples per day but could determine ten
descriptors per sample. Thus, different

Table III. Summary of short-time characterizations

Abbreviation Method [reference] Number of descriptors

DSC Differential scanning calorimetry28 5
EchC Electrochemical characterization22 9
LiSE Laser-induced shockwave indentation27 6
MaPD Dilatometry30 4
MDP Micro-compression test31 10
MESM Micro-extrusion strain measurement32 3
MM Micro-magnetic characterization24 16
MSM Micro-sample machining33 4
PoP Particle-oriented peening34 6
UMH Universal micro-hardness measurement29 7
XRD X-ray diffraction24 20

σeq(εeq = 2 %) 

Wel

Wpl

Fig 4. Exemplary force–displacement and equivalent stress–strain curves of the micro-compression test on X210Cr12-Q3T5 with an initial
diameter of 1002 lm.
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Fig 5. Schematic process sequence of particle-oriented peeing
method.
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characterization methods have different informa-
tion densities and different throughputs. Usually,
fast methods have a lower information density
compared to slow methods. For instance, an XRD
could only characterize 13 samples per day, but up
to 20 descriptors each for fractions of the different
phases and more. A total number of 95,840 descrip-
tors was determined within 1 week. Steinbacher
et al. published detailed information on the individ-
ual characterization methods in Ref. 24.

These throughputs are much higher than those
reported by Springer and Raabe,2 who were able to
perform synthesis, mechanical, and thermal treat-
ments, as well as tensile and hardness tests, of 145
samples in 35 h. Furthermore, a major disadvan-
tage of their method is the macro-scale of the
samples, which limits the throughput. If further
analysis methods need to be included, the effort for
additional samples will dramatically increase com-
pared to the synthesis of additional samples with
the drop-on-demand method.

Figure 7 shows a heatmap of descriptors deter-
mined within the high-throughput week for the
different compositions (cf. Table I) and heat treat-
ments. During 1 week, eight different types of steel
in various heat-treatment conditions were charac-
terized regarding their mechanical and physical
properties, which resulted in a widespread descrip-
tion. Descriptors further referred in this paper to
are additionally marked at the top of the heatmap.

As an excerpt from the manifold results of the
high-throughput week, descriptors determined for
the alloys X210Cr12, X210Cr12Ni2, and
X210Cr12Ni4 with MDP and PoP are exemplarily
discussed. In Fig. 8, heatmaps presenting the
results of the micro-compression test (Fig. 8a, b,
and c) and the particle-oriented peening (Fig. 8d)
are displayed.

Regarding the micro-compression test, we chose
three descriptors. The mechanical work, Wt

(F = 195 N), determined at a loading of 195 N, and
the elastic deformation part, g; determined at
maximum loading of Fmax = 200 N are derived from
force–displacement curves (Fig. 8a and b). The

mechanical work is highest for the DoD material
states showing the smallest elastic deformation
behavior. The highest values of the elastic defor-
mation part are reached for the Q3T1 states of
X210Cr12 and X210Cr12Ni2, also resulting in the
lowest mechanical work, Wt (F = 195 N). For the
same heat treatment, a further increase of Ni-
content (X210Cr12Ni4-Q3T1) leads to a drop in both
descriptor values. A similar color trend can be
obtained by investigating the normalized stress-
descriptor, req, determined at a compression of
eeq = 2% from equivalent stress–strain curves
(Fig. 8c). However, differences between material
states are more clearly visible.

The particle-oriented peening method results in a
descriptor for the plastic deformation based on the
rebound and impact velocity ratio, v2/v1. During
impact, elasto-plastic deformation of the sample
takes place. During rebound, stored elastic energy is
released. Thus, a small rebound velocity indicates a
higher plastic deformation and results in a lower
ratio (cf., e.g., Refs. 37,38). Consequently, as shown in
the heatmap in Fig. 8d, the material states consid-
ered in this work suggest a more plastic behavior of
the DoD states. While the material states annealed
at low temperature (Q3T1) show only slightly
higher ratios at 4 mass% Ni, ratios higher than
0.6 indicate low plastic deformation for X210Cr12
and X210Cr12Ni2. This trend is reversed for the
higher annealing temperature.

The descriptors show low standard deviations
(Fig. 8e, f, g, and h). The majority of MDP descrip-
tors have a standard deviation of< 5% and those of
PoP even< 2%. This indicates a high reproducibil-
ity of descriptor determination.

The combination of descriptors determined by
different testing methods is a promising approach
for material characterization. Analyzing descriptor
values from MDP and PoP, we can see that they
react to properties that do not necessarily change
from material state to material state. The heatmap
in Fig. 8a shows that MDP-g detects no difference
between X210Cr12 and X210Cr12Ni2 for the heat
treatments of DoD and Q3T5. However, it detects
differences for both alloys when they underwent
heat treatment Q3T1. We see the opposite picture in
Fig. 8d for the velocity ratio from PoP: The descrip-
tor, v2/v1, shows a difference between X210Cr12 and
X210CrNi2 for heat treatments Q3T5 and DoD, but
none for heat treatment Q3T1. That is, given a
particular descriptor’s result, a distinction of states
is not always possible. However, combining the
information that both descriptors provide, we were
able to construct three descriptors sensitive to the
increase of nickel (0 mass% to 2 mass%). These
descriptors are the ratio (inverse ratio, respectively)
between g and v2/v1 (Fig. 8i and j), representing the
angular position in a two-dimensional coordinate
system, and the sum of squares of g and v2/v1

(Fig. 8k), representing the squared distance to the
origin. Heatmaps in Fig. 8i and j show that we can
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now identify all six states (0% and 2% of nickel)
utilizing the descriptor’s value. Calculating the
relative minimal distance for the two given descrip-
tors and the calculated ones additionally verifies
this finding. If this distance is small, there are at
least two states that look alike for this descriptor.
The higher the distance, the better the differentia-
tion between states for the given descriptor.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented the experimental
sequence of a high-throughput method for struc-
tural materials. By combining sample synthesis
with a single droplet generator with a two-stage
heat treatment, we are able to tailor specific
microstructures in individual samples. These sam-
ples can be characterized in various ways using
conventional and newly developed methods, includ-
ing actual deformation processes. We have exem-
plarily shown that, with these descriptors and their
combinations, material states of composition and

heat treatment can clearly be distinguished and
characterized with respect to their mechanical
properties.

Within 1 week, 6000 samples could be character-
ized using a spectrum of short-time characteriza-
tions, which provided more than 90,000 descriptors
on physically- and mechanically-based properties of
the samples and their microstructural states. A
greatly accelerated search for new materials with
data-based methods is thus made possible.

The 6000 micro-samples have about the mass of
five small flat tensile samples. While the micro-
sample analyses included several repetitive mea-
surements to ensure reproducibility, five tensile
samples are hardly sufficient to characterize only a
single material condition. High-throughput meth-
ods are not only faster than conventional methods
for materials development but they are also much
more resource-efficient. This efficiency allows the
trying of even alloying concepts, which may include
costly elements, or, on the other hand, trying a large

Fig 7. Heatmap of descriptors determined during the high-throughput week (MDP micro-compression test, PoP particle-oriented peening; for the
other abbreviations, see Table III). Black color indicates values not measured either due to limitations of the method or due to the set time frame
(Color figure online).
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number of lean alloying concepts which eliminate
expensive elements or compensate for contamina-
tion from recycling by adjusted compositions.
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